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Abstract

In the graph searching problem� initially a graph with all edges contaminated is pre�
sented� We would like to obtain a state of the graph in which all edges are simultaneously
clear by a sequence of moves using searchers� The objective is to achieve the desired
state by using the least number of searchers� Two variations of the graph searching
problem are considered in this paper� One is the edge searching� in which the clearing
of an edge is accomplished by moving a searcher along the edge� and the other is the
node searching� in which an edge is cleared by concurrently having searchers on both of
its endpoints�

In this paper� we present a uniform approach to solve the above two graph searching
problems on several classes of chordal graphs� For edge searching problem� we give
an O�mn���time algorithm on split graphs� an O�m � n��time algorithm on interval
graphs� and an O�mnk��time algorithm on k�starlike graphs �a generalization of split
graphs�� for a �xed k � 	� where m and n are the numbers of edges and vertices in
the input graph� respectively� There are no polynomial algorithms known previously
for any of the above problems� As a by�product� we also show that the edge searching
problem remains NP�complete on chordal graphs� For node searching problem� we give
an O�mnk��time algorithm on k�starlike graphs for a �xed k� This result implies that
the pathwidth problem on k�starlike graphs is also in this time bound which greatly
improves the previous results�

�Part of this research was supported by NSC��������E��������	
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� Introduction

The graph searching problem was �rst proposed by Parsons �Pa���� A graph represents a

system of tunnels� Initially� all edges of the graph are contaminated by a gas� We would like

to obtain a state of the graph in which all edges are simultaneously clear by a sequence of

moves using searchers� The objective is to achieve the desired state by using the least number

of searchers�

In this paper� two versions of graph searching problem� the edge searching problem �MHGJP		�

and the node searching problem �KP	��� are discussed� These two problems are di
erent in

the ways of how searchers are moved in the graph and how contaminated edges are cleared� In

node searching� the allowable moves are ��� placing a searcher on a vertex and �� removing a

searcher from a vertex� In node searching� a contaminated edge is cleared if both its two end�

points contain searchers� In edge searching� besides the allowable moves in the node�searching�

one more move� ��� moving a searcher along an edge� is allowed� In edge searching� there are

two ways in which a contaminated edge becomes clear� �i� if one endpoint of a contaminated

edge contains a searcher� it can be cleared by moving a second searcher from that endpoint

to the other endpoint along the edge� �ii� if one endpoint of a contaminated edge contains a

searcher and all the other edges incident to it are cleared� the searcher can be moved along

the edge to the other endpoint to clear the edge�

A vertex is guarded if it contains a searcher� A path that contains a guarded vertex is

also called guarded� A cleared edge may be recontaminated once there is an unguarded path

connecting the edge with a contaminated one�

An edge�search strategy �respectively� node�search strategy� of a graph G is a sequence

of allowable moves in edge searching �respectively� node searching� that clears the initially

contaminated graph� A search strategy is optimal if the maximumnumber of searchers on G at

any time step is minimum over all search strategies of G� In edge searching �respectively� node

searching�� this number is called the edge�search number �respectively� node�search number�

of G� and is denoted by es�G� �respectively� ns�G��� For example� see the Figure ��
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(a) ns(G)=3. (b) es(G)=2

node searching  :
1. Place two searchers on a, b.
2. Remove the searcher at a.
3. Place two searchers on c, d.
4. Remove the searchers at b, c.
5. Place one searcher on e.
6. Remove the searchers on d, e.

edge searching :
1. Place searcher 1 on a.
2. Move searcher 1 to b.

4. Move searcher 2 to c then d.
3. Place searcher 2 on b.

5. Move searcher 1 to d then e.
6. Remove these two searchers.

Figure �� Node�search and edge�search strategies�

For edge searching� it was shown in �La��� and �BS��� that there always exists an optimal





edge�search strategy for G with es�G� searchers that does not involve recontamination of any

edges� It was shown that the edge searching problem is NP�complete on general graphs and

can be solved in linear time on trees �MHGJP		�� This problem remains NP�complete for

planar graphs with maximum vertex degree three �MS		��

For node searching� it was also shown in �KP	�� and �BS��� that recontamination does

not help in node�searching a graph with ns�G� searchers� Note that the gate matrix layout

problem �Mo���� the interval thickness problem �KP	��� the pathwidth problem �RS	��� the

narrowness problem �KT��� and the vertex separation problem �Ki�� are all equivalent to the

node searching problem� These problems have been extensively studied on many special classes

of graphs� The node searching problem is NP�complete on planar graphs with vertex degree at

most three �KP	��� starlike graphs �a proper subclass of the chordal graphs� �Gu���� bipartite

graphs �Kl���� cobipartite graphs �complement of bipartite graphs� �ACP	��� and bipartite

distance hereditary graphs � a proper subclass of the chordal bipartite graphs� �KBMK����

There are linear�time algorithms on trees �Sc����Mo����EST���� cographs �BM���� and k�tree

�BK��� for �x k� an O�pn��time algorithm on permutation graphs �BKK��� �where p represents

the pathwidth� i�e� node�search number minus one� of the input graph�� and an O�n�k����time

algorithm on k�starlike graphs �Gu��� for �x k� where n is the number of vertices in the input

graph�

In this paper� we use a uniform high�level approach to solve the graph searching problem on

several special classes of chordal graphs� In particular� for the edge searching problem� we give

an O�mn���time algorithm on split graphs� an O�m � n��time algorithm on interval graphs�

and an O�mnk��time algorithm on k�starlike graphs for any �xed k � � wherem and n are the

numbers of edges and vertices in the input graph� respectively� All of the above problems were

not previously known to be in polynomial time� In addition� we also provide an O�mnk��time

and O�m��space algorithm for the node searching problem on k�starlike graphs for any �xed

k� which greatly improves a previous O�n�k����time and O�n�k����space algorithm in �Gu����

We also show that the edge searching problem is NP�complete on chordal graphs�

The remains of this paper are organized as follows� In Section  we give some de�nitions

and fundamental properties for this paper� As a by product� we also propose a linear time

algorithm for recognizing k�starlike graphs in this section� The results of edge searching

problem on split graphs� interval graphs� and k�starlike graphs are presented in Sections �� ��

and � respectively� The results of node searching problem on k�starlike graphs are presented

in Section �� Finally� we give the conclusion in Section ��

� Preliminaries

��� De�nitions

Let G � �V�E� be a �nite� simple and undirected graph� where V and E denote the vertex

set and the edge set of the graph G respectively� Let n � jV j and m � jEj� Let N�v� �
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fw j �v�w� � Eg denote the neighborhood of the vertex v and deg�v� � jN�v�j� The close

neighborhood of v is denoted as N �v� � N�v��fvg� For vertex sets X and Y � let N�X� � fw j

�v�w� � E� v � X�w �� Xg and let NY �X� � N�X� � Y � For convenience� we use N�v�w� to

denote N�fv�wg�� Let G�X� be the subgraph of G induced by X� Throughout this paper�

unless speci�ed otherwise� an upper case letter denotes a set and a lower case letter denotes a

singleton� for example� a vertex� For any vertex set with a given degree constraint �e�g�� � c

and � c where c is a constant�� we will denote it in the right upper side of its set notation�

For example� I�c � fw j w � I and deg�w� � cg and N�c
Y �X� � fw j w � NY �X� and

deg�w� � cg�

A clique in a graph G is a complete subgraph of G� A clique� also refers to a set of

vertices� whose induced subgraph is complete when there is no confusion in the description�

An independent set in a graph G is a vertex subset I in G such that no two vertices in I are

adjacent in G�

A graph G is called a split graph if its vertex set V can be partitioned into two subsets C

and I such that C induces a maximal clique and I is an independent set of G� Throughout

this paper� we use G � �C�I�E� to denote a split graph in which C induces a maximal clique

and I is an independent set� Split graphs can be recognized in linear time �HS	���

A graph G is a chordal graph if there is a tree T and a family of subtrees of T indexed

by the vertices of G� fFugu�V � such that subtrees Fu and Fv share a node of T if and only if

the vertices u and v are adjacent� Furthermore� it is possible to construct T in such a way

that there is a bijection between the nodes of T and the maximal cliques of G� where the

subtree Fu is comprised of all nodes that correspond to maximal cliques containing the vertex

u �Ga���� In general� such a tree T is called a clique tree model or representation for G�

A graph is an interval graph if the set of maximal cliques can be linearly ordered such that

for any vertex v� the cliques containing v occur consecutively in the linear ordering �Gi����

Thus a chordal graph is an interval graph if and only if one of its clique trees is a path�

A chordal graph G is called starlike if and only if one of its clique trees is a star� Let

fX��X�� � � � �Xrg be the set of all maximal cliques of a starlike graph� Throughout this

paper� X� denotes the clique corresponding to the central node of the star clique tree of G�

X� is called the central clique and the other maximal cliques Xi�s�i �� �� are called peripheral

cliques� A peripheral clique X of a starlike graph is called an i�p�clique if jX n X�j � i� We

call the vertices in X� �respectively� V nX�� the central �respectively� peripheral � vertices of

G� For an integer k� we call a starlike graph G k�starlike if maxri�� jXi nX�j � k� Note that

this implies that split graphs are ��starlike graphs�

For any k�starlike graph G with maximal cliques fX��X�� � � � �Xrg� the peripheral vertices

in Xi have the same close neighborhood for each i� � � i � r� Thus we can recognize k�starlike

graphs as follows� Firstly� we classify the peripheral vertices in G according to their neighbors�

All peripheral vertices in the same class have the same set of neighbors� This can be done

in linear time by a slightly modi�ed lexicographic breadth��rst search algorithm of �Go	���

All peripheral vertices in the same class can be contracted into one vertex� After contraction�
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the resulting graph is a split graph� By checking the maximum cardinality among classes of

vertices corresponding to peripheral vertices in the contracted graph� we can decide the value

k for a k�starlike graph� Thus k�starlike graphs can also be recognized in linear time�

��� Properties

During an edge�searching of any graph� for any time step� there are three types of vertices�

clear� contaminated� and partially clear �La���� A vertex is called clear if all of its incident

edges are cleared� contaminated if all of its incident edges are contaminated� and partially

clear if there are both contaminated and clear edges incident to it� A partially clear vertex is

called a spot vertex if it has only one contaminated incident edge and is called a stain vertex

otherwise� In �La���� LaPaugh de�ned the clearing move composed of several allowable moves�

A clearing move clears an edge and reaches a state that satis�ed the following two conditions�

�I� no clear or contaminated vertex contains a searcher� and �II� no vertex contains more than

one searcher�

The clearing moves are of the following two types for an edge �x� y��

�� m��x� y� � Vertex x has at least two incident contaminated edges� If vertex x contains

no searcher� we �rst place a searcher on x� Then move a second searcher from x to y

along the edge �x� y�� Remove searchers from y if vertex y violates conditions �I� or �II��

� m��x� y� � Vertex x has only one incident contaminated edges� If vertex x contains no

searcher� we �rst place a searcher on x� Then move the searcher at x to y along the edge

�x� y�� Remove searchers from y if vertex y violates conditions �I� or �II��

Note that a clearing move clears exactly one edge and it does not cause any recontamination�

In other words� any edge�search strategy composed of clearing moves has jEj clearing moves�

LaPaugh proved the following important theorem that implies recontamination can not help

in the optimal edge�search strategy�

Theorem ��� �La���There is an optimal edge�search strategy composed of clearing moves�

By Theorem ��� in the following we only consider edge�search strategies composed of clearing

moves�

In an edge�search strategy composed of clearing moves� the state at time step t is de�ned

as St � �Yt� Zt� where Yt � V is the set of guarded vertices and Zt � E is the set of remaining

contaminated edges� An edge�search strategy S of G can be represented as a sequence of

states Si�s and clearing moves mi�s�

S��m�� S�� ����mjEj� SjEj�

where S� � �Y� � �� Z� � E�� SjEj � �YjEj � �� ZjEj � ��� and state Si is obtained from

Si�� by applying clearing move mi for i � �� ���� jEj� A vertex u is clear in a state St if all its
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incident edges are not in Zt� We say a vertex u is cleared at St if it is the �rst state u becomes

clear�

With respect to a state� any searcher not guarding a vertex is called a free searcher� If

the number of searchers to clear a graph is given� a deadlock state in a search strategy is a

state with no free searcher and every guarded vertex is a stain vertex� Note that there is no

deadlock state in an optimal edge�search strategy given es�G� searchers�

The contaminated edge �x� y� incident to a spot vertex x can be cleared by m��x� y� in

which no free searcher is used� The following lemma can be obtained straightforward�

Lemma ��� There exists an optimal edge�search strategy S��m�� S�� ����mjEj� SjEj such that

for every Si containing spot vertices� mi�� � m��x� y�� where x is a spot vertex and �x� y� is

the contaminated edge incident to x�

Notice that� if there are many spot vertices in a state� their incident edges can be cleared

in an arbitrary order� In the rest of this paper� all the edge�search strategies considered satisfy

Lemma ��

In the remaining of this section� we state some basic lemmas about the graph searching

problem which are useful in understanding our strategy�

Lemma ��� �Pa	
� For any clique Kn� n � �� es�Kn� � n�

Lemma ��� Let Kn be a clique� n � �� If W 	 V �Kn�� jW j � � and all the vertices in

V �Kn� nW are guarded� then Kn can be cleared by additional jW j searchers without moving

any guarding searchers in V �Kn� nW �

Proof� The proof is given by the following edge�search strategy with additional jW j

searchers which does not move searchers guarding vertices in V �Kn� nW �

�� Place jW j 
 � searchers on W except one vertex� say v� Then clear all contaminated

edges in Kn except those incident to v by the remaining free searcher�

� Since jW j � � there exists a vertex u �� v inW � First apply a clearing movem��u� v� to

clear the edge �u� v�� Then clear all contaminated edges incident to v by the remaining

free searcher� Now that all vertices in Kn are cleared� Q�E�D�

The following lemmas play an important role in our result�

Lemma ��� Let G � �V�E� be a starlike graph with maximal cliques fX�� X��� � �� Xrg and

es�G� � jX�j � �� Then there exists an optimal edge�search strategy such that the last cleared

edge incident to the �rst cleared vertex in X� is in the central clique�
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Proof� Let us consider an arbitrary optimal edge�search strategy S� In S� let u be the

�rst cleared vertex in X� and let �u� a� be the last cleared edge incident to u� If a � X�� S

is the desired optimal edge�search strategy� In the following� assume a �� X�� Note that a

has to be a ��p�clique� Let w be the last guarded vertex in X� and St be the �rst state w

is guarded� Since u is the �rst cleared vertex in X� and only jX�j searchers are used in S�

u must be cleared by the following steps� St��� m��u�w�� St� m��u� a�� St��� We have the

following three cases�

�� deg�a� � �� We modify S into S � by changing the clearing moves from St�� to St��
by St��� m

��u� a�� S�
t� m

��u�w�� St��� The new strategy S � uses the same number of

searchers as S and it is also optimal�

� deg�a� � � Let v be the other vertex in X� adjacent to a� By Lemma �� a must be

cleared after St��� m��a� v�� St��� We modify S into S � by changing the clearing moves

from St�� to St�� by St��� m
��u� a�� S�

t� m
��a� v�� S�

t��� m
��u�w�� St��� It is easy to see

S � is a desired optimal edge�search strategy�

�� deg�a� � �� Since u is the �rst cleared vertex in X�� there is no spot vertex in G at St��
by Lemma �� So St�� is a deadlock state which is impossible� Q�E�D�

The relations between the edge�search number and the node�search number of a graph are

described in the following lemma�

Lemma ��� �KP�
� For any graph G� ns�G� 
 � � es�G� � ns�G� � ��

� Edge searching on split graphs

In this section� we discuss the edge searching problem on split graphs� The following lemma

is implicitly derived from �Gu����

Lemma ��� �Gu��� If G � �C � I�E� is a split graph� then ns�G� � jCj or jCj� ��

According to Lemmas ��� �� and ���� we can easily obtain the following lemma�

Lemma ��� If G � �C � I�E� is a split graph with jCj � �� then es�G� � jCj� jCj � � or

jCj� �

In the case of jCj � � if G is a path then es�G� � �� otherwise� es�G� � �

Lemma ��� If G � �C � I�E� is a split graph with jCj � �� then the followings are true�

	�
 es�G� �  if and only if �w � C� deg�w� �  and �u� v � C� jN�u� � N�v�j � ��

	�
 es�G� � � if and only if �u� v � C� jNI�u� � NI�v�j � �

	�
 es�G� � �� if none of the conditions speci�ed in �� and �� is satis�ed�
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Proof� ��� Since jCj � � �not a path�� so es�G� � �� We �rst consider the �only if�

part� The graphs depicted in Fig� �a� and �b� are the minimal graphs not satisfying the

speci�ed condition� It can be veri�ed that their edge�search numbers are greater than two�

Thus� es�G� �  implies the graph G satis�es the speci�ed condition�

We now prove the �if� part� A graph G satisfying the speci�ed condition is shown in Fig�

�c�� All the vertices not in C is of degree one and adjacent to vertices u or v� We can clear G

by the following strategy� We �rst place one searcher on u and clear all vertices in NI�u� by

the other free searcher� Then we apply m��u�w� and m��w� v�� Finally� we apply m��u� v�

and clear all vertices in NI�v� by this searcher� Hence es�G� � �

�� We �rst prove the �only if� part by contradiction� Let C � fu� v� wg and NI�u� �

NI�v� � fxg� The following strategy clears G by using three searchers� Firstly� we place two

searchers on u and w respectively� Next we clear the edge �u�w� and all vertices in InNI�v�

by using the third searcher� Then there are two uncleared paths from u to v� We �rst apply

m��u� v�� Then m��u� x� and m��x� v�� Finally� we can clear all uncleared edges by one free

searcher� Thus three searchers are su�cient�

For the �if� part� it is obvious that the graph G can be cleared by using four searchers�

The graph depicted in Fig� �d� is the minimal graph satisfying the speci�ed condition� It

can be veri�ed that at least four searchers are needed to clear it� Thus� four searchers are

necessary and es�G� � ��

��� The correctness follows from ��� and ��� Q�E�D�

(a) (b) (c)

u v

(d)

w

Figure � The sample graphs for Lemma ����

In the following� we only consider the split graph with the maximum clique size greater

than three� The following two lemmas state the necessary and su�cient conditions for G to

be of es�G� � jCj and es�G� � jCj� �� respectively�

Lemma ��� Let G � �C � I�E� be a split graph with jCj � �� Then es�G��jCj if and only

if �u� v � C� such that the following conditions hold�

�� jCnN�N��
I �u� v�n�A�W ��j � � and

	



�� jCnN�NI�u� �N
��
I �v�n�B �W ��j � ��

where i� A � N��
I �u� v� and jAj � �� ii� W � N��

I �v�nN��
I �u� and jW j � �� and iii�

B � N��
I �u� and jBj � ��

Proof� Suppose that es�G� � jCj� Consider an optimal edge�search strategy� S � S�� m��

S�� � � �� mjEj� SjEj such that S satis�es Lemma �� and in which u and v are the �rst and the

second cleared vertex in C respectively� and y and x are the last and the second last guarded

vertex in C respectively� Let St� �respectively� St�� be the �rst state in which x �respectively�

y� is guarded� Let St� �respectively� St�� be the �rst state in which u �respectively� v� is

cleared�

At St�� since there are jCj
� searchers on the central clique� at most one peripheral vertex

is guarded� If such a peripheral vertex z exists� z has to be a spot vertex and by Lemma ��

z is cleared at St���� Otherwise� z is a stain vertex and then there is no free searcher between

St� and St�� In order that u can be cleared� edge �u� x� has to be cleared just before St� and

the scenario must be m��u� x�� St��m
��u� y�� St��� St��� Then every vertex w in C n fug is a

stain vertex� since at least �w� x� and �w� y� are contaminated� Thus� St� is a deadlock state

which leads to a contradiction�

Between St� and St� � since at most one free searcher can be used� no peripheral vertices at

St� of degree greater than two except z are cleared� Hence only peripheral vertices of degree

no greater than two are cleared between St��� and St�� Since S satis�es Lemma ��� St� is

obtained from St� by applying m��u� y� or t� � t�� In either case� we obtain that all the

vertices in NI�u� are already clear in St���� Otherwise� there is a guarded vertex z� � NI�u�

with �z�� u� being clear at St�� If deg�z�� � � by Lemma �� we may change S to another

optimal edge�search strategy such that z� is cleared earlier than u� If deg�z�� � �� then �z�� u�

is cleared just before St���� In St���� u and z
� both are stain vertices� To continue the strategy�

v must be a spot vertex in St�� which implies v has been a spot vertex at St���� It contradicts

to that the edge�search strategy satisfying Lemma ��

LetW � fwjw � N��
I �v�nN��

I �u� and w is contaminated in St�g� A � faja � N��
I �u� v�nW

and a is not clear in St���g and B � fbjb � N��
I �u� and b is not clear in St���g� By the

de�nition of W � A and B and the fact that vertices in N��
I �u� are clear in St���� vertices in

N��
I �v� nW are clear in St���� vertices in N

��
I �u� v� n �W �A� are clear in St��� and vertices

in NI�u� nB are clear in St���� Thus� vertices in NI�u��N
��
I �v� n �B �W � are clear in St����

Therefore� x and y is not inN�N��
I �u� v�n�W�A�� and y is not inN�NI�u��N

��
I �v�n�B�W ���

Namely� condition ��� and �� hold� To complete the proof� it remains to prove that jW j � ��

jBj � � and jAj � ��

Since v is cleared at St�� the edges between v and vertices inW are not in Zt�� Thus� those

edges are only cleared between St� and St� by at most two searchers� a free searcher �from

u� and the searcher on v� that implies jW j � � Suppose W � fw�� w�g� Let e � �v�w��

be the last cleared edge incident to v� Then the clearing scenario before St� has to be St����

m��v�w��� St���� m
��v�w��� St�� In St�� w� and w� are both stain vertices� Since S satis�es
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Lemma �� every vertex in C n fu� vg is a stain vertex� Thus St� is a deadlock state which is

a contradiction� Hence we conclude that jW j � ��

Since B 	 NI�u�� vertices in B must be cleared in St� � From St��� to St� � there is at most

one vertex becomes clear� Thus� jBj � ��

By de�nition of A� vertices in A are not clear at St���� but are clear at St���� Since there

is at most one peripheral vertex of degree greater than two becomes clear from St��� to St����

we conclude that jAj � ��

Conversely� assume that conditions ��� and �� hold� Let C� � C nN�N��
I �u� v�n �A�W ��

and C� � C n N�NI �u� � N��
I �v� n �B �W ��� Note that C� � C� and by the conditions we

have two central vertices x and y such that x� y � C� and y � C�� Without loss of generality�

assume that A � fag� W � fwg� B � fbg and �a� x�� �b� y� � E� We provide the following

edge�search strategy using exactly jCj searchers to complete the proof�

�� Place jCj 
  searchers on Cnfx� yg as guards and clear all peripheral vertices in

InNI�x� y�� Now� all vertices in N
��
I �u� v�nfa�wg are clear�

� Clear vertex a� From condition ��� �a� y� �� E� At this step� we have two free searchers�

Apply m��u� a� or m��v� a� �rst� Then use the second free searcher to clear all edges

incident to a with �a� x� be the last cleared edge� Now� a is clear and x is guarded�

�� Clear edges in G�Cnfyg� and uncleared vertices in N��
I �u�nB� by the remaining free

searcher�

�� Clear vertex b� Apply m��u� b� �rst then m��b� y�� At this state� all vertices in C are

guarded and all edge incident to u except �u� y� are cleared�

�� Clear u� Apply m��u� y�� Now we have a free searcher again�

�� Clear all contaminated edges in G�C� and all uncleared vertices in I�� by the free

searcher�

�� Clear v and w� At this step� �v�w� is the only one uncleared edge incident to v� Apply

m��v�w� �rst and v is cleared� Then use the free searcher to clear all the remaining

contaminated edges incident to w� Now� w is cleared and we have two free searchers�

	� Clear all the remaining uncleared peripheral vertices in I�� �in NI�x� y�nNI�u� v�� by

the two free searchers�

Thus� if conditions ��� and �� hold then es�G� � jCj� Q�E�D�

Lemma ��� Let G � �C � I�E� be a split graph with jCj � � and es�G� � jCj� Then

es�G� � jCj� � if and only if �u� v � C such that jN��
I �u� �N��

I �v�j � �

��



Proof� Suppose that es�G� � jCj � �� Let us consider an optimal edge�search strategy

S� Let u �respectively� v� be the �rst cleared �respectively� last guarded� vertex in C� Let

St �respectively� St�� be the �rst state in which v �respectively� u� is guarded �respectively�

cleared�� Between St�� and St���� there is at most one free searcher and thus no peripheral

vertices of degree greater than  are cleared� At St�� � at most one vertex in N��
I �u��N��

I �v�

is cleared� At St�� at most two peripheral vertices are guarded� and all uncleared vertices in

N��
I �u� � N��

I �v� are guarded� It implies jN��
I �u� � N��

I �v�j � �� In the case of jN��
I �u� �

N��
I �v�j � �� at St�� one vertex in N

��
I �u� �N��

I �v� has to be clear and each of the other two

vertices is guarded with at least two contaminated incident edges� By Lemma � and the

assumption of u� each vertex in C n fug is a stain vertex at St�� Thus� St� is a deadlock state

that contradicts to S is an edge�search strategy� It follows that jN��
I �u� � N��

I �v�j � �

Now we assume that jN��
I �u� � N��

I �v�j � � Without loss of generality� let N��
I �u� �

N��
I �v� � fa� bg� We provide the following edge�search strategy using jCj � � searchers to

complete the proof�

�� Place jCj 
 � searchers on Cnfvg and clear all vertices in InNI�v� by two free searchers�

� Clear u and fa� bg� Firstly� we apply m��u� a� and use the other free searcher to clear

the edges incident to vertex a with �a� v� be the last cleared one� At this state� all

vertices in C are guarded� We use the remaining free searcher to clear the all edges in

the central clique� Then we apply m��u� b� and clear all edges incident to b by the free

searcher� After b is cleared� we have two free searchers again�

�� Clear the all vertices in NI�v�nfa� bg by the two free searchers�

Thus G can be cleared using jCj� � searchers� Q�E�D�

By checking the conditions in Lemmas ��� and ���� we have an algorithm to determine

es�G� of a split graph G� The algorithm has two phases� First� for any pair of vertices u

and v in C� we check the conditions in Lemma ��� to determine whether es�G� � jCj or not�

If the answer is no� then we go to the second phase and check the conditions in Lemma ���

to determine whether es�G� � jCj � � or not� If both checking fail� then by Lemma ���

es�G� � jCj� �

The time complexity depends on checking the conditions of Lemmas ��� and ���� The

condition of Lemma ��� can be easily checked in O�mn�� time� Thus the bottleneck is to check

the conditions of Lemma ���� A naive implementation of checking the conditions of Lemma

��� takes O�mn�� time� However� by the following observation and careful implementation� it

also can be done in O�mn�� time�

For each pair u� v � C� we want to �nd whether there exist sets A� B and W satisfy the

conditions of Lemma ��� or not� If the sets A� B and W exist� then there exist two central

vertices x and y� called an indicator pair for u and v� such that x� y � CnN�N��
I �u� v�n�A�W ��

and y � CnN�NI�u� �N
��
I �v�n�B �W ��� Instead of checking the existence of sets A� B and

W directly� our algorithm is to check the existence of an indicator pair x� y for u� v� By a

��



careful investigation� we can see that a central vertex c is a candidate of x if the following

conditions hold�

	X�
 jNI�c� �N
��
I �u�j � ��

	X�
 jNI�c� �N
��
I �u� v�j � �

and a central vertex c is a candidate of y if the following conditions hold�

	Y�
 jNI�c� �N
��
I �u�j � ��

	Y�
 jNI�c� � �N��
I �v� nN��

I �u��j � �� and

	Y�
 jNI�c� �N
��
I �u�j � ��

Let cx be a candidate of x and let cy be a candidate of y� In the cases of jNI�cx��N
��
I �u� v�j � �

or jNI�cy� � �N��
I �v� nN��

I �u��j � �� cx� cy can serve as an indicator pair for u and v� In case

of jNI�cx� � N��
I �u� v�j �  and jNI�cy� � �N��

I �v� n N��
I �u��j � � � cx� cy can serve as an

indicator pair for u and v only if NI�cy� � �N��
I �v� nN��

I �u�� 	 NI�cx� �N
��
I �u� v��

The outline of the algorithm to check the conditions of Lemma ��� is sketched in the

following� Let C � fc�� c�� � � � � cjCjg� For each pair u� v � C� we construct the sets N��
I �u� v��

N��
I �v�nN��

I �u�� and N��
I �u�� Let D and F be arrays such that D�i� is the number of ci�s

neighbors in N��
I �u� v� and F �i� is the number of ci�s neighbors in N��

I �u�� We use D and F

mainly to determinate the candidates of x and y� For those ci�s that can be a candidate of x

or y� we use an auxiliary array D� to record the possible vertices of W and A� For example�

if ci can be a candidate of x� then D��i� � �wi� ai� where wi is a candidate in W and ai is a

candidate in A� If ai can also be a candidate in W � the D��i
 �� � �ai� wi� is recorded� Note

that W and A can be empty� In such a case that wi and ai will be replaced by zeros� It is not

hard to see that if D�i� � � then ci cannot be a candidate of x and y� Thus we only consider

those ci�s with D�i� � �

For a vertex ci with D�i� � � let wi and ai be the two vertices in NI�ci� � N��
I �u� v��

By conditions �Y�� and �Y�� ci can not be a candidate of y� Furthermore� if both wi and

ai belong to N��
I �u�� by condition �X�� ci can not be a candidate of x� Otherwise� ci is a

candidate of x� In the case that both wi and ai are in N��
I �v�nN��

I �u�� let D��i� � �wi� ai�

and D��i 
 �� � �ai� wi�� For the case that only one of wi and ai is in N��
I �v�nN��

I �u�� say

wi� let D��i� � �wi� ai��

For a vertex ci with D�i� � �� let faig � NI�ci��N
��
I �u� v�� By conditions �X�� and �X��

ci is a candidate of x� In the case that ai � N��
I �u� �by condition �Y��� and the case that

ai �� N��
I �u� but F �i� �  �by condition �Y���� ci can not be a candidate of y� In these cases�

let D��i� � ��� ai�� In the case that ai �� N��
I �u� but F �i� � �� then ci can also be a candidate

of y and let D��i� � �ai� �� and D��i
 �� � ��� ai��

Finally� for a vertex ci with D�i� � �� let D��i� � ��� ��� If F �i� � � then by condition

�Y�� ci can not be a candidate of y but can be a candidate of x� If F �i� � � then ci can be a

candidate of y�

�



By the above discussion� we can classify the central vertices into three classes� One is the

set Cx which denotes the set of candidate x but not y� another is Cy which denotes the set

of candidate y� and the other is the set Cn�Cx � Cy�� Note that a candidate of y can also be

a candidate of x� Hence the conditions of Lemma ��� hold if jCyj � � If jCyj � �� then the

conditions of Lemma ��� are unsatis�ed� If jCyj � �� then let ci � Cy and D��i� � �wi� �� �or

��� ���� Now we can check whether Cx exists a cj �� ci such that D��j� � ��� ��� ��� aj�� or

�wi� aj�� If it successes� then the conditions of Lemma ��� hold�

It is not hard to see that these steps can be done in O�m� n� time� For O�n�� pairs of u

and v� overall it takes O�mn�� time to check the conditions in Lemma ���� Thus we have the

following theorem�

Theorem ��� There is an O�mn���time and O�m��space algorithm to determine the edge�

search number of a split graph�

� Edge searching on interval graphs

In this section� we will solve the problem of �nding the edge�search number of an interval

graph� A graph G � �V�E� is called an interval graph if there is a family of intervals indexed

by vertices in V � F � fIv � �av� bv� j v � V g such that �u� v� � E if and only if Iu � Iv �� �� F

is called an interval model of G� We say av and bv are the left endpoint and the right endpoint

of the interval Iv respectively� For simplicity� �interval� and �vertex� are coincident�

Another characteristic for G to be an interval graph is that the maximal cliques of G can

be linearly ordered such that for every vertex v of G � the maximal cliques containing v occur

consecutively �Gi���� If these linearly ordered maximal cliques C�� C�� � � � � Cr of G are given

�the ordering can be found in O�m � n� time �BL����� then according to this ordering� an

interval model F � f�av� bv� j v � V g can be obtained by letting av �respectively bv� be the

minimum �respectively maximum� index of the clique containing vertex v� In the following�

we assume that such an interval model is given�

For any interval graph G� ns�G� is trivially equal to its maximum clique size� By Lemma

�� and ��� we have the following lemma�

Lemma ��� If G � �V�E� is an interval graph with maximum clique size �� � � then es�G� �

� or � � ��

We now give an algorithm for the case when �� �� The case that � � � will be treated

later� The algorithm scans intervals according to their right endpoints in non�decreasing or�

der� If two intervals have the same right endpoints� then the interval with the smaller left

endpoint is scanned �rst� �Intervals may have same left and right endpoints� In this case� our

algorithm scans them in arbitrary order��

Algorithm ESI

��



Input� A family of intervals F �

Output� es�G�

�� Sort F toW according to their right endpoints� if there are some intervals with the same

right endpoints� then they are sorted according to their left endpoints� � The set W

contains the all remaining uncleared intervals� �

� var es � � � Initially there is no searcher on G� �

�� DO WHILE W �� �

�� Let u be the �rst interval in W �

�� Let U � fv j v � N�u� �W and v is not guardedg�

�� Case �� U �� �� Let v � U � � Note that N �u� �W is a clique� �

�� var es � max�var es� jN �u� �W j�

	� Place searchers on Unfvg and a searcher on u if u is not guarded�

�� Clear contaminated edges in G�N �u��Wnfvg� by a free searcher�

��� Move the searcher on u to v�

��� Clear contaminated edges in G�N �u� �W � by a free searcher�

�� Case � U � � and u has a searcher� � u is cleared� �

��� Remove the searcher on u�

��� Case �� U � � and u has no searcher�

��� var es � max�var es� jN �u� �W j� ��

��� Place one searcher on u�

��� Clear u by using a free searcher�

�	� W � Wnfug

��� ENDDO

�� es�G� � var es

��



END�

Since each interval u is scanned according to its right endpoint in non�decreasing order�

such an ordering can be shown to be a perfect elimination ordering of G �Go	��� which means

that N �u��W forms a clique of G� Each time a vertex u is removed fromW � it is cleared since

its incident edges are all cleared and all its neighbors are cleared or guarded by searchers� This

condition can be easily proved by induction on the ordering of u� The number of searchers

used is recorded in the variable var es� The only situation that the algorithm needs � � �

searchers occurs when Case � holds and K � N �u� �W is a maximum clique of G� Under

this condition� we can �nd another two vertices u� and u� such that the algorithm scans u�
and u� before and after u� respectively� N �u�� �K � N �u���K � K 
 fug� and u�� u�� u are

mutually nonadjacent� The existence of u� follows from the fact that U � �� If u� does not

exist� then there exists a vertex v in K such that u and v have the same right endpoints� and

the left endpoint of v is smaller than that of u� This implies v is scanned �and thus removed

fromW � before u by the algorithm� a contradiction� Now� the set K �fu�� u�g induces a split

graph that does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma ���� Hence� � �� searchers is necessary�

As for the time complexity of the algorithm� we can implement the algorithm in the

following way� Sort all endpoints by a radix sort algorithm in O�n� time �note that the values

of endpoints are indices of maximal cliques of G and the number of maximal cliques is less

than n�� Then� process each endpoint in the sorted order� If it is the left endpoint of a vertex�

mark the vertex as a candidate of the set N �u� �W � If it is the right endpoint of a vertex�

then process the vertex as described in the algorithm� Hence� O�n� time is su�cient if an

interval model is given�

The above discussion uses the fact that � � �� If � � �� then in Case �� jN�u� �W j � �

We can clear u by the following steps� We �rst place a searcher on one vertex in N�u� �W �

then we move the searcher to u� We then move the searcher back to another vertex �if exists�

in N�u� �W � Hence� � searchers are su�cient� Thus by Lemma ���� we have the following�

If � �  then es�G� � � if and only if G is a path� otherwise� es�G� � � If � � � then

es�G� �  if and only if �u� v jN�u��N�v�j � �� otherwise� es�G� � �� The conditions can be

easily checked� and Algorithm ESI can be modi�ed to process interval graphs with any clique

size in linear time� Thus we have the following theorem�

Theorem ��� The edge�search number of an interval graph can be computed in linear time�

� Node searching on k�starlike graphs

In this section� we discuss the node searching problem on k�starlike graphs� According

to �KP	��� a node�search strategy can be represented by a sequence of vertex sets �Yi� �

�Y�� ���� Ys�� where Yi is the vertex set guarded by searchers at step i� Since recontamination

does not occur� thus if v is guarded at step i and cleared at step j then v � Yt for i � t � j�
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and we call such a property the consecutive property� Moreover� every edge is cleared at some

step i� i�e�� for every edge �u� v� � E� there exists some i such that u� v � Yi� On the other

hand� every sequence of vertex sets �Yi� satisfying the above two properties must correspond

to a node�search strategy�KP	���

Let �Yi� be a node�search strategy� For any maximal clique W of G� there exists a step

t such that W � Yt �Gu���� i�e�� W is cleared at step t� Assume that the clearing order of

maximal cliques is given by a permutation � � f�� � � � � rg � f�� � � � � rg� i�e��Xi is cleared before

Xj if ��i� � ��j�� Then� it is possible to de�ne a node�search strategy �Yi� corresponding

to such a clearing order as� Y� � X�����	� Yr � X����r	� Yi � �Yi�� � X�� � X����i	 for

� � i � ���� and Yi � �Yi�� � X�� � X����i	 for ���� � i � r� Such a node�search strategy

is called normalized� In �Gu���� Gustedt implicitly proved that every starlike graph G has

an optimal node�search strategy that is normalized� From now on� we only consider �Yi� is

normalized and assume that G is a k�starlike graph� Note that during a node searching� the

number of guarded vertices in central clique is increasing until the whole central clique is

guarded and then decreasing� Since each node�search strategy �Yi� uses max
i
jYij searchers�

hence we have the following lemma�

Lemma ��� If G � �V�E� is a k�starlike graph with the maximal cliques fX�� X��� � � � Xrg�

then jX�j � ns�G� � jX�j� k�

Assume that ns�G� � jX�j� s for some integer s� � � s � k 
 �� Let �Yi� be an optimal

node�search strategy� t� be the �rst step when all vertices in X� are guarded �i�e�� X� � Yt�
and X� �� Yt����� and fl be the lth cleared vertex in X� for � � l � k 
 s� We claim that all

the i�p�cliques containing fl with i � s � l must be cleared before step t�� Otherwise� there

exists an i�p�clique X such that fl � X� i � s � l� and X 	 Ytl where tl � t�� According to

the consecutive property� we know that at step tl� at least jX�j 
 �l 
 �� vertices in X� are

guarded� and we need another i � s � l searchers to clear the peripheral vertices in X which

contradicts the assumption ns�G� � jX�j� s�

Let Qi be the set of all i�p�cliques� Fl � ff�� f�� � � � � flg� and Ql
i � fX � QijX � Fl �� �g�

According to the above discussion� cliques in Qk�s
k �Qk�s��

k�� �� � ��Q�
s�� must be cleared before

step t�� Now� for � � i � k 
 s� consider the step t � t� such that jYt � X�j � jX�j 
 i and

jYt�� � X�j � jX�j 
 i� Since between step t� � and step t�� at most s � i 
 � searchers are

available to clear peripheral vertices� hence cliques in Qk�s
k �Qk�s��

k�� �� � ��Qi
s�i must be cleared

before step t� �� Let Nk�s
i � �Qk�s

k �Qk�s��
k�� � � � � �Qi

s�i� �X�� We have jNk�s
i j � jX�j 
 i�

or equivalently jX� nN
k�s
i j � i�

Conversely� assume there exist vertices f�� ���� fk�s � X�� such that jX� n N
k�s
i j � i� for

� � i � k 
 s� We consider the following clearing order� Clear the cliques in Qi
s�i from

i � k 
 s down to �� clear the cliques in Qi with i � s� and then clear the cliques in Qi nQi
s�i

from i � � to k 
 s� It is easy to argue that the resulting node�search strategy corresponding

to this clearing order uses at most jX�j� s searchers� Hence� we have the following lemma�
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Lemma ��� Let G be a k�starlike graph with the maximal cliques fX��X�� � � � �Xrg and let s

be a given integer� � � s � k 
 �� If ns�G� � jX�j � s then ns�G��jX�j � s if and only if

�f�� � � � � fk�s � X�� such that jX� nN
k�s
i j � i� for � � i � k 
 s�

By Lemma ��� we have an algorithm to determine ns�G� of a k�starlike graph G� The

algorithm iteratively execute the following test from s � � to k 
 �� Is there any sequence of

vertices f�� f�� � � � � fk�s in X� such that jX� n N
k�s
i j � i � for � � i � k 
 s� If any of test

conditions holds� then the algorithm terminates with output ns�G� � jX�j � s� Otherwise�

the algorithm concludes that ns�G� � jX�j� k�

In each iteration� when a sequence of vertices f�� f�� � � � � fk�s is given� a standard graph

traversal algorithm can be used to compute Nk�s
i � for � � i � k 
 s in O�m� time if each

vertex is marked with a �ag indicating whether it is in X� and if not� which i�p�clique it is in

�such information can be obtained by the linear time k�starlike graphs recognition algorithm

described in Section �� Since the algorithm tries all possible �k 
 s��sequences of vertices in

X� to test the condition� hence O��k 
 s�� � C
jX�j
k�s �m� � O��k 
 s�� � nk�s �m� time is needed

in each iteration� If k is a �xed constant� then totally the time bound of the algorithm is

O�mnk�� It is obvious that O�m��space is su�cient� Thus we have the following theorem�

Theorem ��� There is an O�mnk��time and O�m��space algorithm to determine the node�

search number of a k�starlike graph�

The algorithm greatly improves a previous algorithm in �Gu��� which uses O�n�k��� time

and O�n�k��� space�

� Edge searching on k�starlike graphs

In this section we present an algorithm for solving the edge searching problem on k�starlike

graphs� The algorithm is an extension of the algorithm for the edge searching problem on

split graphs given in Section � and the algorithm for the node searching problem on k�starlike

graphs given in Section �� We also derive necessary and su�cient conditions for a k�starlike

graph to have a given edge�search number by discussing the �rst k cleared vertices of the

central clique in an optimal edge�search strategy�

Lemma ��� If G � �V�E� is a k�starlike graph with the maximal cliques fX�� X��� � � � Xrg

and k � � then jX�j � es�G� � jX�j� k�

Proof� The lower bound is obtained from Lemma ��� If we have jX�j�k searchers� k � �

then we can �rst clear the graph by placing jX�j searchers on X�� Next� we clear all the edges

in X� and then apply the algorithm in Lemma �� to clear all the peripheral cliques one by

one� Thus� the upper bound is derived� Q�E�D�

Before presenting the necessary and su�cient conditions� we need the following lemma�
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Lemma ��� Let S be an edge�search strategy for graph G and let X be a clique of G� jXj � ��

Let u be the �rst vertex in X that is cleared using S� Let St� be the state in S where u is

cleared� Suppose that there exists a state St such that jX n Ytj � � the vertices in X n Yt
are contaminated at St and no vertex in Yt n fug is cleared between St and St�� Then at least

jYt �Xj searchers are used in S� or each vertex in X n fug is a stain vertex at St��

Proof� Since� at St�� all the vertices in X n fug are guarded� there are at least jYt �Xj 
 �

searchers on the graph� Suppose that only jYt � Xj 
 � searchers are used in S� Let x and

y be the second last and the last guarded vertex in X� Let x be guarded at Stx� At Stx� all

jYt �Xj 
 � searchers are on the graph� Since between Stx and St� there is no free searcher�

the edge �u� x� is cleared by m��u� x� to reach Stx and u is cleared after applying m��u� y��

Thus� each vertex v in X n fug has at least two contaminated incident edges namely� �v� x�

and �v� y�� Q�E�D�

The argument to derive the conditions that determine whether an i�p�clique� i � � should

be cleared earlier than the �rst cleared central vertex is similar to that of the node search of

k�starlike graphs� For the ��p�cliques� the argument is the same as that for the edge search of

the split graphs� Let Qi� Fl� Ql
i� and N

k
i be the sets de�ned as in the Section �� Since for each

central vertex c� there exists a state in an optimal search strategy such that c is guarded and

it has a free searcher� any �p�clique of size three �i�e�� �p�cliques has only one central vertex

c� can be cleared immediately after the state� Thus� we assume without loss of generality that

Q� does not contain any �p�cliques of size three� Let P��v� � fw � Xjw � N�v� n X� and

X � Q�g� Then we have the following lemmas�

Lemma ��� Let G be a k�starlike graph with maximal cliques fX�� X��� � � � Xrg and k � �

Then es�G� � jX�j if and only if �f�� f�� � � � � fk � X� such that the following conditions hold�

�� jX� nNk
i j � i� for i � � � � � � k�

�� jX� n �Nk
� �N�P��

� �f�� f�� n �A �W ��j � � and

�� jX� n �Nk
� �N�P��f�� � P��

� �f�� n �B �W ��j � ��

where i� A � P��
� �f�� f�� and jAj � �� ii� W � P��

� �f�� n P��
� �f�� and jW j � �� and iii�

B � P��
� �f�� and jBj � ��

Proof� Suppose that es�G� � jX�j� Let us consider an optimal edge�search strategy S� Let

fi� � � i � k� be the ith cleared vertices of X� in S� Let x and y be the second last and the

last guarded vertex in X� respectively� Let St� �respectively� St�� be the �rst state in which x

�respectively� y� is guarded� Let St� be the �rst state in which f� is cleared�

We claim that all peripheral vertices in X �Qk
k � Qk��

k�� � � � � � Q�
� are cleared before step

t�� If it is not true� let X be an i�p�clique� i � � which is not cleared before step t��

First of all� no vertex in XnX� is cleared at St�� Otherwise� there is at least one vertex in

XnX� is guarded at St�� However� since all vertices in X�nff�g are guarded� at St�� there is

exactly one vertex in XnX�� say u� is guarded� and all peripheral vertices in Xnfug are clear�

�	



Vertex u must be a stain vertex in St��� by Lemma �� In order to clear u� St� is reached by

applying m��u� x� to St���� Thus� by Lemma �� for X�� either jX�j � � searchers are used

in S or St� is deadlock� Both cases lead to a contradiction� Therefore� no vertex in X nX� is

clear at St��

Next� we prove that X �Fi � �� Let v�� that is cleared at St�� be the �rst cleared vertex in

X� At St�� there are at least i 
 � searchers on vertices of XnX�� It implies that f�� � � � � fi��
are not in X and must have been cleared before St�� If fi � X� by Lemma ��� each uncleared

vertex in XnX� is a stain vertex at St�� Together with that each vertex in X� n ff�� � � � � fig is

also a stain vertex at St�� we obtain that St� is a deadlock state� Thus� X � Fi � ��

Then� we prove the condition ���� Let tX denote the step that the �rst vertex in the

peripheral cliqueX � Qi is cleared� For i � � let us consider the cliqueX � Qk
k�Q

k��
k���� � ��Q

i
i

of the maximum tX� Let u be the �rst cleared vertex inX� which has to be a peripheral vertex�

At StX � all vertices in Xnfug are guarded and all the vertices in Nk
i are guarded� Let the set

of all guarded vertices in X� be L� Then jX� n Nk
i j � jX� n Lj � jX n X�j 
 � � i 
 �� We

claim that jX�nNk
i j � i� Suppose that jX�nNk

i j � i
�� It implies that X is an i�p�clique� By

Lemma �� for X� at StX every vertex in X n fug is a stain vertex at StX � Together with the

assumption on the optimal edge�search strategy� every vertex in X� n ff�� � � � � fi��g is a stain

vertex� Thus� StX is a deadlock state� It contradicts the assumption of the search strategy�

Therefore� we conclude that jX� nNk
i j � i for all i � �

Next� we prove that conditions �� and ��� hold� As the argument in the proof Lemma

���� we have the following statements�

�� There is at most one ��p�clique whose peripheral vertex satis�es the following properties�

��� It is of degree larger than � �� It is adjacent to f�� but not adjacent to f�� ��� It

is adjacent to either the last guarded vertex in X� or the second last guarded vertex in

X��

� Except the ��p�clique in item �� there is no other ��p�clique whose peripheral vertex is

adjacent to f� and the last guarded vertex in X��

�� There is at most one ��p�clique whose peripheral vertex is of degree  and is adjacent

to f� and the last guarded vertex in X��

�� There is no ��p�clique whose peripheral vertex is of degree larger than  and is adjacent

to f� and the last guarded vertex in X��

�� Except the ��p�clique in item �� there is at most one ��p�clique whose peripheral vertex

satis�es the following properties� ��� It is of degree larger than � �� It is adjacent to

either f� or f�� ��� It is adjacent to the second last guarded vertex in X�� but is not

adjacent to the last guarded vertex in X��

Together with the argument in proving condition ���� we may obtain conditions �� and ����

��



Conversely� if the three conditions hold� we give the following edge�search strategy to clear

G�

�� Clear i�p�cliques in Qi
i from i � k down to � Since there are jX�nNk

i j � i free searchers�

the i�p�cliques in Qi
i can be cleared one by one by using the algorithm in Lemma ���

� Clear ��p�cliques by the same strategy described in Lemma ����

�� Clear i�p�cliques in Qi n Qi
i from i �  to k� Since the searcher at fi is free after all

��p�cliques and all i�p�cliques in Qi
i are cleared� the i�p�cliques in Qi nQi

i can be cleared

one by one by using the algorithm in Lemma ���

It is easy to check that the strategy uses jX�j searchers� Q�E�D�

Lemma ��� Let G be a k�starlike graph with the maximal cliques fX�� X��� � � � Xrg and k � �

Assume that es�G� � jX�j � �� Then es�G��jX�j � � if and only if �f�� f�� � � � � fk�� � X��

such that the following conditions hold�

�� jX� nN
k��
i j � i� for i � �� � � � � k 
 �� and

�� �v � X� nN
k��
� such that jP��

� �f�� � P��
� �v�j � �

Proof� The proof is similar to that in Lemma ���� The only di
erence is the set of peripheral

cliques should be cleared before f� is cleared is Q
k��
k �Qk��

k���� � ��Q
�
�� Since we have one extra

searcher� thus for each �i����p�clique X � Qk��
k �Qk��

k�� � � � ��Q
i
i��� we need additional i free

searchers with this extra searcher to clear it� That is jX�n��Q
k��
k �Qk��

k���� � ��Q
i
i����X��j �

jX� nN
k��
i j � i for i � �� ���� k
 �� Together with the argument in the proof of Lemma ��� on

the ��p�cliques� the condition �� holds� Q�E�D�

Lemma ��� Let G be a k�starlike graph� k � �� with the maximal cliques fX�� X��� � � � Xrg

and let s be an integer with  � s � k
�� Assume that es�G� � jX�j�s� Then es�G��jX�j�s

if and only if �f�� � � � � fk�s � X�� such that jX� nN
k�s
i j � i� for � � i � k 
 s�

Proof� The proof is also similar to that of Lemma ���� Since we have jX�j�s searchers with

s � � all i�p�cliques with i � s can be cleared one by one immediately after the state that all

central vertices are guarded� Thus� only i�p�cliques with i � s need to be handled� For the set

of all peripheral cliques should be cleared before f� is cleared is Q
k�s
k �Qk�s��

k�� �� � ��Q�
s��� By

the similar argument described in the proof of Lemma ���� our conditions must hold� Q�E�D�

By checking the conditions in Lemmas ���� ��� and ���� we have an algorithm to determine

es�G� of a k�starlike graph G� The algorithm determines es�G� by checking whether there

exists a sequence of k vertices f�� f�� ���� fk � X� such that the conditions of Lemma ��� hold�

If it is not true� then es�G� � jX�j � �� We check the conditions of Lemma ���� If it also

fails� then we check the conditions in Lemma ��� until we can �nd an s �� k 
 �� such that

jX� n N
k�s
i j � i holds� for � � i � k 
 s� If such an s is found� then es�G� � jX�j � s�

Otherwise� es�G� � jX�j� k�

�



The time complexity depends on that of checking the conditions of Lemmas ���� ��� and ���

for each sequence f�� f�� ���� fk� The bottleneck is on the checking of conditions of Lemma ����

By using the similar technique in Section � for checking the Lemma ��� Nk
i can be found in

O�m�n� time� The sets A� B and W in conditions �� and ��� of Lemma ��� can be found by

the same technique used in Section � for checking the conditions of Lemma ���� Since there

are O�nk� candidate sequences� the total time used is O�mnk�� Thus we have the following

theorem�

Theorem ��� There is an O�mnk��time and O�m��space algorithm to determine the edge�

search number of a k�starlike graph for k � �

A k�starlike graph is called pure k�starlike graph if all of its peripheral cliques are k�p�

cliques�

Lemma ��� For any pure k�starlike graph G with k � �� es�G� � ns�G��

Proof� Since k � �� there is no ��p�cliques and �p�cliques in G� Thus combine the Lemmas

���� ��� and ���� we obtain that for an integer s� � � s � k 
 �� if es�G� � jX�j � s then

es�G��jX�j� s if and only if �f�� � � � � fk�s � X�� such that jX� nN
k�s
i j � i� for � � i � k
 s�

Compared with Lemma ��� the necessary and su�cient conditions are the same for the

node search number and the edge search number on pure k�starlike graphs� Thus we have

es�G� � ns�G� for a pure k�starlike graph G� Q�E�D�

Gustedt �Gu��� proved the pathwidth problem is NP�complete on chordal graphs by re�

ducing the vertex separator problem on an arbitrary graph G � �V�E� with jV j � n and

jEj � m to the pathwidth problem on a pure n�starlike graph H with jV �H�j � mn� Using

the above observation and his result� we have the following theorem�

Theorem ��� The edge searching problem is NP�complete on chordal graphs�

� Conclusion

In this paper we present a uniform approach to solve the graph searching problem on split

graphs and k�starlike graphs� That is� we derive the necessary and su�cient conditions for a k�

starlike �respectively� split� graph to have a given search number by discussing the intersection

relation of peripheral cliques with the �rst k �respectively� � cleared vertices of the central

clique in an optimal search strategy� Since our algorithms for computing es�G� and ns�G� are

constructive� the algorithms can be slightly modi�ed to construct the corresponding search

strategies in the same time bound�

Up�to�date� there are very few classes of graphs for which the search number can be

computed in polynomial time� It would be interesting to know whether some graph search

numbers� especially the edge�search number� can be determined in polynomial time on other

special classes of graphs�
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